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Sweet gum wood properties



Terry W. Johnson remembers hearing a man say many years ago, The only good sweet gum is dead sweet gum. I knew sweetgum had its condemnors, but until then I hadn't noticed that some people passionately hated trees. Over the years, I've often thought about that statement. Finally, I decided it
was time to protect the Georgia native, who too often deteriorated. With that in mind, let's share with you why I like sweet gum. Obviously, there are many reasons why some homeowners don't. The complaint I hear most often is that the trees are messy. It is a deciduous tree, so every fall we scatter the
lawn with colorful leaf quilts. But that's just a small part of the mess that trees create. Even some homeowners who can cope with rakiring leaves don't like to handle fruit loaded with thousands of spikes where trees also fall on the lawn. The situation is exacerbated by the fact that Sweet Gumball can
make walking through the garden look like crossing a mining field. If that's not enough, spicy fruits are known to cause people to slip and turn their ankles. Prick fruit is called gumball, goblin ball, monkey ball and a number of other colorful names. Other people hate trees because they do not make good
firewood because it is difficult to split and rot quickly. Similarly, some timber workers do not like sweet gum because it is difficult to dry the wood straight and is not suitable for carpentry work. But while I'm in camp, these things may be true, they suggest that Sweet Gum has many redeeming traits. In the
first place, sweet gum is actually an important timber tree. Among the hardwoods that cover the southern forest, it is the second in production after oak. Sweet gum wood is used to make veneers, plywood, cabinets and furniture. These wooden gums are also used as chewing gum to cure various
diseases, treat wounds and prepare medicines and plasters to serve as an important component of the adhesive. At one point, tree twigs were also used as toothbrushes. And what would the luxury of Mother Nature's fall foliage look like without sweet gum? The color that the star-shaped sweet gum
leaves wear seems to come from the palette of master painters. Leaves vary from maroon to bright red, pink to orange and yellow. Ironically, sweet gum growing on the poorest soil often seems to put on the best fall shows. In spring, sweet gum provides a source of nectar for ruby throat hummingbirds
and other nectar feeders. You may also be surprised to know that sweet gum is the host plant of more than 30 species of butterflies and moths. This list includes two of our biggest and most amazing moths, LunaPromethea. I'm an avid fan of sweetgum fall foliage, but what I like most about trees is the
odd fruit: a 1-1/2-inch ball suspended on a thin stem. Each fruit is actually dozens of fruits fused together. If you take a closer look, you will see that gumball spikes are arranged in pairs. Interestingly, the points of spikes in each pair point towards each other. When the ball dries, it turns green to brown.
Holes appear during the drying process. If you look through a recently opened hole, you will only see seeds with two wings that are 1/4 to 1/3 inch long. Each gumball is produced from 30-50 seeds. These seeds are dispersed by wind and animals. Staring at these small seeds, you may wonder what to eat
such seeds. In fact, many birds and other wild animals love it. Do you think you've found that crops taken from tree ducks are filled with more than 1,000 sweet gum seeds? Many times I've seen many birds feast on sweet gum seeds. Among the species I have personally seen chow-down on them are red-
winged blackbirds, Carolina chicadies, dark-eyeed junkos, Carolina leungs, chipping suzmes and northern cardinals. The list of birds that eat sweet gum seeds also includes things like purple finches, eastern spruce, evening glossacks, pine thyskins, yellow-beaked sap footballs, white-throated and white-
crowned scuddies. Sweet gum seeds are also eaten by mammals such as gray squirrels and eastern chipmunks. But I see American goldfinch eating these seeds most often. I have seen many times a flock of American goldfinch descend on a sweet gum tree decorated with gumballs containing seeds.
When the bird arrives, the feast is on. If you're building a house and clearing the land that happens on sweet gum, I hope you think again before you truncate it. If you enjoy colorful autumn leaves, butterflies and moths, birds, and if you can find a place for trees in your landscape, do so. If you cut down the
sweet gum and later choose to plant another one, remember that it will take 15-20 years to produce the first fruit. Sweet gum is a tree for all yards?No. The size of mature sweet gum (which can reach heights of more than 100 feet) is not suitable for most small yards. Are they messy? But if your garden is
big enough to accommodate a large tree, sweet gum may just be what you need. It provides breathtaking autumn colors and shade. In addition, sweet gum can be a valuable member of the diverse plant and animal community found just outside your backdoor. When it comes to gumball, once I know how
valuable it is to my wildlife neighbors, I don't seem to care as much as I once did. Terry W. Johnson is a former non-game program manager.Resource Department, Backyard Wildlife Expert and Executive Director of Environmental Resources Network, or TERN, a group of friends in the non-game
conservation section of the department. (Permissions are required to redo this column.) For more information about TERN, see the previous Out my backdoor column and read Terry's blog, Backyard Wildlife Connections. Author's Topic: Sweet Gum Uses? (read 9808 times) 0 members and 1 guest are
referring to this topic. Sweet gum trees (Liquidambar styraciflua) are a common sight in the eastern United States and some Central American and southern Mexican regions. Reaching heights of up to 150 feet, this stately tree creates a regal spectacle outdoors. Deciduous sweet gum trees go by many
other names, including star leaf gum, red gum, thorax and crocodile tree. In the hardness zone 5-9 of the U.S. Department of Agriculture plant Hardy, sweet gum trees have a characteristic five leaves that take on gorgeous colors in the fall. These tall and numerous plants are usually found naturally
around the edges of swamps and in wet soils in lowlands. Sweet gum trees make a beautiful addition to the landscape. Its size and large, full crown provide rich shade for gardens, walkways, parks and streets. Their leaves take a range of autumn colors including orange, yellow, red and purple, enlivening
the landscape.Sweet gum trees also provide isolation in the garden, which also served as a barrier to privacy. Sweet gum trees have various medicinal purposes. Their fruits are effective against rheumatic pain. Bark has astringent properties and copes with dysentery and diarrhea. Gum resin from wood
has anti-inflammatory and properties and has been used to treat pressure, topical herpes and angina. Boiled and cooled from sweet gum trees, sap makes balm rich in synnamates, benzyl, ethyl and sinamyl synnamates. This medicinally powerful balm is used to treat various diseases, including skin
problems. The Native American Cherokee tribe applied resin from trees to treat wounds. Wood from sweet gum trees is finely textured, moderately heavy white-colored sap trees with a light pink color. Its heartwood is variable and varies from dark brown to bright reddish brown. Sweet gum trees are
valued for their attractive, interlocking grains. It easily removes dyeing, painting and is moderately easy to shape and bore in moderation. Sweet gum wood is used commercially for electronic cabinets, furniture, doors, millwork and panels. It is also used to make baskets, railway ties, crates and pallets.
Sweet gum trees are also used to make plywood, veneer and uphoped furniture frames. In their native habitat sweet gum trees provide cover for forest animals including eastern gray squirrels, tree ducks, tailed deer, mourning pigeons, green derners, Carolina chicadies and beavers. Seed-rich sweet gum
pods make food forChipmunks and birds. Trees grow rapidly, are resistant to insect attacks, and are useful for land ret landfills and reforesing projects. They are used to recover previous zinc and phosphorus mines. Sweet gum trees also fix nitrogen in the soil and improve its fertility. We hope you love the
products and ideas we recommend! As a reminder, we may receive a small share of the sale. Click here for more information. There are a lot of people who choose not to burn the firewood of sweet gum. Some see wood as a waste of time and energy because it is difficult to divide and stack compared to
other common firewood types. Firewood is a topic of many different opinions. Just because sweet gum may not be the best firewood around doesn't make you usable; it requires a little more effort.  Sweet gum trees are found throughout the eastern United States. It is considered a valuable tree used not
only for the production of wood and furniture, but also for decorative purposes. The tree has a unique reddish-brown color with sap wood, which is almost white and black grain through hardwood. Wood is beautiful and is often used as a veneer of plywood. One of the drawbacks of wood is cereals, which
tend to be really bad distortions when dried. Easily identified by star-shaped leaves with five points and spiked fruit, these hardwood trees can grow to a height of 150 feet and live up to 400 years. Many people associate sweet gum with their hard spiked fruit that falls around the tree. The fruit opens to
release the seeds, but the spiked shell is left behind and is often considered annoying. Spiked shells are painful to walk and are commonly nicknamed bali balls or sticker balls. Sweet gum firewood use sweet gum is not a very popular firewood choice for various reasons. However, this does not mean that
you cannot use wood. In fact, sweet gum produces about 20.6 million BTU per code, but not too bad. The main concern of wood is the amount of work and energy required to divide it into usable sizes. Sweet Gum Firewood Cutting Sweet Gum Firewood is hard to split. In fact, it doesn't really just tear,
shred and twist away its way. When dividing sweet gum, the best way is to use a hydraulic splitter. Even with the help of splitters, handling sweet gum takes time. For best results, try splitting the green tree just yet. If you don't have access to the power splitter, use a sharp split axe and work around the
edges that scrape off the thin chunks. Avoid dividing the wood into the center and focus on the edges. Visitors from Maryland shared the methods he uses to make it easier to split the wood. This winter, I discovered a way to change the fiber of a tree by pure chance.Wood more effectively with the axe. I
left some large trunk cuts in the snow in my garden until January and February. Now it's Maryland, so it's not as cold as winter in Michigan, but temperatures have been below freezing for weeks as both 2013-14 and 2014-15 were tough. The wood became supersaturated and frozen. I was able to split
these parts pretty well with my split head axe. Of course, pretty effectively with gum still means it was the hardest wood you'll ever split, except for elms, but it's improved over the standard. I don't know if this is useful for everyone, but this information may be useful for someone around Maryland, one of
the four trees where sweet gum is most abundantly grown. There's a lot here, but it doesn't take up much because of the interlocking wood fibers. - Rick another visitor from Maryland shared these tips when splitting the wood by hand: I've been burning wood since we lived in the north, where hard maple
was the ultimate. Now I use whatever is out there. Sweet gum tip: Cut the tree about 2-3 inches high and flat, and use the stump as a chopping block. Cut the wood segments into halves of their normal length and divide them into green if the wood is still moist and the gum is worth the hassle. It is a bright
tree, heating fast on a cold morning. I use a heavy maul and the pieces are split on the first swing. Gum has been said to be hard to beat baskets, but the local basket manufacturing plant here closed many years ago. - Once haywood wood is split, store it under the roof or cover, as sweet gum tends to rot
quickly and produce mold when exposed to moisture. Do about a year of timber season, it's ready to burn. Sweet gum is suitable for the shoulder season when the outside temperature is mild. Wood burns quickly and does not have good coal quality, so mixing it with other hardwoods gives a better
overnight result. Many people compare the burning quality of firewood with sweet gum to pine firewood, except that sweet gum does not contain the sticky sap associated with pine. It burns fast and hot and creates a lot of ash. When you throw some of the sweet gum over the fire, you will probably notice
heavy smoke first before it completely ignites. Firewood with sweet gum tends to release a lot of smoke, sometimes even an unpleasant smell. Overall many people waste no time cutting, splitting and stacking the firewood of sweet gum. They would rather use their time and storage space on more user-
friendly wood. But sweet gum releases a decent amount of heat and wood can heat your home. If you have access to free sweet gum that has already been processed or you need to cut down a single tree in your garden and get rid of wood, you can use sweet gum. If you need a lot of firewood, II
suggested avoiding sweet gum. Wood takes about three times as long to process compared to other firewood types and requires a lot of work for a small amount of firewood. back to the type of firewood from sweet gum firewood back to the firewood homepage
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